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The future’s right on schedule

Id; Id; Id; Dllu, CC BY-SA 4.0, commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=64517567; Jetsons, Season 1, Episode 18 (Jane’s Driving Lesson) 



Permission or forgiveness



∑new problems < ∑old problems ?



Everything is beta

Id; Id; support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/4043454 

@elonmusk Use of word “beta” is explicitly so 
that drivers don’t get comfortable. 
It is not beta in the standard sense.



We need innovation …

… in automated driving technologies

… in safety assurance

… in regulation



Focus less on the technologies

And more on their companies

…



A diverse set of…
…technologies

…applications of those technologies

…business cases for those applications

…participants in those business cases





Pop quiz!
On reaching a crash, an automated vehicle (AV) stops in 
its lane until someone at a monitoring center sketches a 
travel path. Using its sensors, it then follows this path.

1) Is this L3 or L4 automated driving?

2) Is there a remote driver? 















“Drive means to drive, operate, move, or be in 
actual physical control of a vehicle….”

“Operate … means to drive….”

“Operating … is generally given a broader 
meaning [than driving].”

Maryland Transp Code § 11-114, 141 (2016)
McDuell v. State, 231 A.2d 265, 267 (Del. 1967)
Bryant Walker Smith, Automated Driving Is Probably Legal in the United States (newlypossible.org)





Who should an automated vehicle kill?

Does the public trust AVs?

How safe is safe enough?

How should safety be assessed?



Does the public trust AVs?

We are fickle

Marketing is coming

Words are not actions

A lot changes before 100%



Should the public trust AVs?

They don’t yet exist

They will be really diverse

They won’t be super dangerous….



How safe is safe enough?

Prospective: Before deployment

Retrospective: After deployment



Retrospective safety will mean
At least as safe as a human in the maneuver 

and

At least as safe as a comparable AV
and

Safer than the last AV that failed 



Prospective safety will mean

Reasonable confidence
that the AV developer
is worthy of our trust



Who drives an AV?



Humans won’t drive AVs

Computers won’t drive AVs

Companies will drive AVs



ntsb.gov/investigations/AccidentReports/Pages/HWY18MH010-prelim.aspx

Uber’s fatal crash



AVs are only as safe as their companies

Companies are legal subjects that act through 
their human and machine agents

Companies can do right even after
their technologies fail

Bryant Walker Smith, The Trustworthy Company (forthcoming), newlypossible.org

Companies will drive AVs



Shares its safety philosophy

Makes a promise to the public 

Keeps that promise

Bryant Walker Smith, The Trustworthy Company (forthcoming), newlypossible.org

A trustworthy corporate driver



“This is what we’re doing

“This is why we think it’s reasonably safe

This is why you can believe us”

Bryant Walker Smith, The Trustworthy Company (forthcoming), newlypossible.org

Safety philosophy



“We market only what we
reasonably believe to be safe

“We will be candid about our
limitations and failures

“When we fail,
we will make it right”

Bryant Walker Smith, The Trustworthy Company (forthcoming), newlypossible.org

Promise to the public



Manage public expectations

Supervise the entire product lifecycle

Mitigate harms promptly, fully, and publicly

Bryant Walker Smith, The Trustworthy Company (forthcoming), newlypossible.org

Keeping that promise



Shares its safety philosophy

Makes a promise to the public 

Keeps that promise

Bryant Walker Smith, The Trustworthy Company (forthcoming), newlypossible.org

A trustworthy company



uniformlaws.org/Committee.aspx?title=Highly%20Automated%20Vehicles



Self-identifies to the US state government

Represents that the automated vehicle is
capable of complying with the vehicle code

Acts as the legal driver from the start of 
automated operation until a human driver 

intentionally terminates that operation

Automated driving provider



Either you are intentionally driving…

…or you are not driving

Because when everyone is responsible,
no one is responsible.

Keep it simple



Levels of automation as a promise to the public
SAE J3016 Definitional Concept

Automated driving system entity (ADSE)
UK Law Commissions and the Australia National Transport Commission

Safety self-assessments for automated driving
Transport Canada and the US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

Complementary approaches

ntc.gov.au/Media/Reports/(E5695ACE-993C-618F-46E1-A876391B8CD9).pdf
lawcom.gov.uk/project/automated-vehicles/
tc.gc.ca/en/services/road/documents/tc_safety_assessment_for_ads-s.pdf



Management philosophy
Design philosophy

Hiring and supervision
Evaluation and integration of standards

Monitoring and updating
Communication and disclosure

Strategies for obsolescence
….

Safety is not just a single test!



AV developers will vow their systems are safe

Will you trust them then and in the future?

What is the basis for that trust?

Safety as marriage, not wedding



Focus on processes and systems

Identify assumptions and logical progressions

Ask questions and challenge answers

Regulators can do this well



What are your government’s goals?

How can automated driving help those goals?

How else can you achieve those goals?

For provinces and territories

See How Governments Can Promote Automated Driving at:



Spider-Man from Amazing Fantasy #15 (August 1962)




